Technology Building (TECH) First Floor

Building Text Description

Building Location:
The Technology Building (TECH) is located in the center of campus, just south of Central Drive and the Plaza. TECH is north of the Dworkin Student Services and Activities Complex and is directly east of parking lot #5 and northeast of parking lot #6.

Entrances:
There are seven (7) entrances and one loading dock into TECH. All of the entrances are two sets of double doors opening towards the outside, separated by a vestibule.

- The **Southwest Entrance** (1H01) leads into the south lobby.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **South Entrance** (1H02) leads into the south lobby.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **Southeast Entrance** (1H10) leads into the southeast hallway.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **North Stairway Entrance** (1S02) leads into the north stairway and the north lobby.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **Northeast Entrance** (1H09) leads into the north lobby.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **Northwest Entrance** (1H09) leads into the north lobby. This entrance has pavement leading up to it.
- The **Loading Dock** leads into the northwest hallway connects to central drive
- The **West Entrance** (1H07) leads into the west lobby.
  - This entrance is ADA accessible.
  - This entrance has pavement leading up to it.

Elevators:
There is one (1) Elevator (1E01) in TECH, located at the corner of the north hallway and the west hallway in the northwest corner of the building, with doors opening into the north hallway.
Stairs:
There are three (3) stairways in TECH.

- The South Stairway (1S01) is located off of the south lobby next to the south entrance in the southwest corner of the building.
- The North Stairway (1S02) is located off of the north lobby, near the northeast entrance in the northeast corner of the building.
- The West Stairway (1S03) is located off of the west lobby next to the northwest entrance.

Restrooms:
There is one (1) set of restrooms on the first floor of TECH. The restrooms are located off of the north hallway in rooms 148 and 150.

- The Women’s restroom is 148.
- The Men’s restroom is 150.

Building layout (hallways & open areas):
There are eight (8) hallways and three (3) lobbies on the first floor of TECH. The west, north, east, and south hallways all connect to form a rectangle.

- The South Lobby (1H03) is an open area located in the southwest corner of the building, connecting to the south entrance, the southwest entrance, the south stairway, and the west hallway.
- The West Lobby (1H06) is an open area located in the northwest corner of the building, and it connects to the northwest entrance, the west stairway, and the west end of the north hallway.
- The North Lobby is an open area located in the northeast corner of the building, connecting to the northwest and northeast entrances, the northeast hallway, the north stairway, and the lounge.
- The North Hallway runs west to east, connecting with the west lobby, the west hallway, the northwest hallway, the east hallway, and the northeast hallway.
- The Northwest Hallway (1H08) runs north to south, connecting the loading dock and the north hallway. There is a single door opening into the northwest hallway separating it from the north hallway.
- The Northeast Hallway runs north to south, connecting the north lobby and the corner of the north hallway and the east hallway.
- The East Hallway runs north to south, connecting to the north hallway, the northeast hallway, the southeast hallway, and the south hallway.
- The Southeast Hallway runs west to east, connecting to the east hallway and the southeast entrance.
• The **West Hallway** runs north to south, connecting to the north hallway, the south hallway, and the south lobby.
• The **South Hallway** runs west to east, connecting to the west hallway and the east hallway.
• The **Small South Hallway** (1H05) runs west to east, connecting to the west hallway, and through room 170 (a reception area), the southeast hallway. There is a single door opening into the small south hallway separating it from the west hallway, and a single door opening into room 170.

**Room Locations:**
• Rooms 101 – 116 are located off of the west hallway in ascending order south to north.
• Rooms 131 – 136 are located off of the north hallway in ascending order west to east.
• The **Mail Room** is in rooms 132, 133 and 147. The rooms are accessible through room 131 and the northwest hallway. Mail rooms 132 and 133 have a door connecting them.
• The **Print Center** is rooms 135 and 136, accessed through room 131. There is a door connecting these two rooms, and room 136 is connected to room 137.
• Rooms 137 – 147 are located off of the northwest hallway in ascending order north to south.
• Rooms 148 – 151 are located off of the north hallway in ascending order west to east.
• The **Lounge**, room 153, is located off of the north lobby next to the north stairway.
• Rooms 156 – 169 are located off of the east hallway in ascending order north to south. 169 is located in the corner of the east hallway and the south hallway.
• **Admissions & Financial Aid** is room 157, located off of the east hallway. There is a single door entrance opening into the hallway from both the east hallway and the northeast and north hallway’s corner. Rooms 157A – 157D are located off of this room in ascending order going clockwise from the northwest corner.
• The **Conference Room** is 160, located off of the east hallway with a single door entrance opening into the room.
• The **Computer Lab** is room 164, located off of the east hallway with a single door entrance opening into the room.
• Rooms 170 – 177 are located off of the southeast hallway in ascending order west to east.
• The **Survey Equipment** storage room is 176, located off of the southeast hallway with a single door opening into the room.
• Rooms 180 – 199 are located off of the small south hallway in ascending order, east to west.
• The offices in rooms 180 – 199 are for faculty members in the business department.